In a class by itself.

You're going to love the all-new, totally redesigned Challenger Class A Motorhome by Damon. Without a doubt, it's the highest quality, most competitively priced full-basement, wide-body bus in the business. No doubt about it. If this kind of value is what you're looking for in a Class A motorhome, come see our Challenger. It's in a class all its own.

A handsome dinette with special decor-coordinated upholstery highlights this view of Challenger. Window treatments provide exceptional style — optional day/night shades give you intimate privacy; cloth-covered lambrequin window boxes are smart and fashionable; decorator valances coordinate with the designer-inspired interior. Notice, too, the handy storage rack above the entrance door.

Challenger's floor plans accentuate its exceptional roominess. There's stretch-out comfort galore — even when Challenger's exclusive "Invisible" floor slide-out is not in use. Attention to detail is evident in our beautiful living area, enhanced by color-coordinated sofa, swivel chair and dinette cushions. Spacious windows offer maximum visibility; cockpit curtains and optional day/night shades give you intimate privacy.
European-styled, 1-1/2 bowl sink resists stains, scratches, dents and heat so it will stay attractive for years to come. Also notice how the designer wallpaper border complements the bull-nosed, color-coordinated countertops.

Making meals is quick and easy in our exclusive StepSaver™ kitchen, leaving you more time to enjoy the fruits of your labor. This kitchen features a large storage pantry, double-door refrigerator, three-burner range and microwave.

Challenger Motorhomes offer unique “Invisible” slide-outs in various floor plans. Their special construction and floor plan design means they never require a step up or a break in the carpeting. The wall, furniture and cupboards slide and the floor remains stationary. So there’s nothing for you to trip over.

This cozy, romantic bedroom has all the amenities of a country inn. Warm touches include rich wood cabinetry and trim, decorator lighting, mirrored headboard and matching bedspread and window treatments. There’s storage everywhere, including a nightstand for late-night convenience.
We challenge you to find a better value.

Just try to find a full-basement wide-body with more standard features, more luxury innovations, more storage space and more DesignerDetails™ than our Challenger Class A. Search the country high and low. You won’t find a better value than Challenger anywhere.

Storage designed with your needs in mind.

To RV veterans, storage is everything. So we do everything we can to maximize it.

The unique rack above the entry door keeps magazines and books organized, yet out of the way.

Challenger’s full-basement storage compartments offer you 150 cubic feet of space. All Challenger models have a huge 29-inch-high by 32-inch-wide rear pass-through storage compartment.

We provide extra storage in this convenient kitchen pantry.

Storage in entry steps (not shown) gives you an extra place to keep tools or other gear.

Newer, smarter electrical.

We’ve upgraded our electrical system so you get more convenience and dependability:

- Battery control system maximizes battery charge, whether you’re on the road or at camp.
- A new solid-state converter eliminates transformer hum.
- Two 6-volt batteries last twice as long as a 12-volt battery.
- All wiring is done with harnesses for improved dependability and easy maintenance.
The StartRight Quality Assurance™ program is our strenuous 400-point inspection test. It's performed on every Challenger bus unit before it leaves the factory — so every Damon RV passes our test before it passes yours.

Modern, computer-aided design and innovative manufacturing technologies ensure Damon Corporation’s high-tech engineering and high-quality products.

### Warranty Information

- **One-piece Rubber Roof** - 12 years
- **Awning** - 5 years
- **Water Heater** - 2 years
- **Heating/Air Conditioning System** - 2 years
- **Range and Microwave** - 2 years
- **Gas Sensor** - 2 years
- **Brake System** - 2 years
- **Toilet** - 2 years
- **Power Converter** - 2 years
- **TV Antenna** - 2 years
- **Everything Else** - 1 year

---

- Full 1-1/2” expanded poly-styrene block foam insulation in your Challenger Bus floor and 2” sidewalls increase energy efficiency and provide an excellent acoustical barrier.
- Finite element analysis employed to insure the structural integrity of critical load-bearing components.
- Standard 13.5-BTU central air conditioning, part of Damon’s Comfort Control, offers efficient distribution of cool air.
- Perimeter window framing prevents leakage and increases strength.
- Standard aluminum roof ladder for convenient access to roof storage.
- Standard ceiling vents provide ventilation throughout the coach.
- One-piece E.P.D.M. seamless rubber roof offers a full 12-year warranty and is specifically formulated for exposure to the sun and natural elements.
- Newly designed, fully integrated rear fiberglass cap provides elegance and aerodynamic styling at an affordable price.
- Challenger Bus’ Ice White™ exterior is constructed of durable, easy-to-maintain, one-piece fiberglass.
- White anodized radius aluminum window frames with large, sliding glass windows are tinted to offer solar heat reflection.
- The 50-cu. ft. rear trunk has pass-through area approximately 29” high and 32” wide to accommodate the largest of gear.
- Most trunk openings are 22” high outside the main rails and have full 12” pass-through areas. There are no exposed fasteners near the trunk openings to snag clothing. There’s even a central switch by the entry door to turn on the lights in every storage compartment.
- Sturdy, lightweight insulated baggage doors provide maximum access.
- Most Challengers have the holding tanks and water tank housed in the same compartment, heated by a furnace for worry-free extended seasonal use. Because all of the water stays in the same general location, weight distribution is not a factor as the water supply is used. The Challenger Bus has a 65-gallon fresh water capacity and two 50-gallon holding tanks.
- High-quality residential carpet and padding provide comfort and insulation on top of your seamless, one-piece floor deck.
- Sturdy, lightweight insulated baggage doors provide maximum access.
- Most Challengers have the holding tanks and water tank housed in the same compartment, heated by a furnace for worry-free extended seasonal use. Because all of the water stays in the same general location, weight distribution is not a factor as the water supply is used. The Challenger Bus has a 65-gallon fresh water capacity and two 50-gallon holding tanks.
- 13”-deep, heavy-duty 14-gauge steel cross member with I-shape member welded to each end maximizes vertical strength and provides a solid foundation for Challenger body.
- All trunks are equipped with kazoo valves allowing easy washing. Water will conveniently drain through this one-way valve.
- The Challenger body is isolated from the steel platform by a neoprene gasket to reduce the transmission of chassis noise and vibration to the body.
- The Challenger body is isolated from the steel platform by a neoprene gasket to reduce the transmission of chassis noise and vibration to the body.
- The StartRight Quality Assurance™ program is our strenuous 400-point inspection test. It's performed on every Challenger bus unit before it leaves the factory — so every Damon RV passes our test before it passes yours.
Choose your Perfection.

The luxurious Challenger Bus is available in four smartly designed floor plans, and every one is a wide body with a full basement for maximum storage. They’re all packed with more features and benefits than any competitive product. And they’re designed with practicality, efficiency and your living convenience in mind. Choose the one that’s perfect for you and your family. But be forewarned. You’ll get even more features and greater value than you ever bargained for.

1998 Floor plans

310 / Available option: A

Challenger’s charming bathroom is just like home, with matching countertops, mirrored medicine cabinet, and a shower with a built-in skylight for added light and openness. Each Challenger floor plan provides its own unique bathroom design to accommodate your camping lifestyle.
Panoramic tinted windshield allows for maximum visibility of the road ahead. Pantographic dual-arm windshield wipers and dual-side mirrors provide safety and convenience.

At this point, the single-piece laminated wall stops. Everything below this point is hinged to maximize exterior storage. Storage doors are laminated fiberglass for strength and reliability. Plus they're designed for easy opening with convenient push-button locks.

Our laminated, crowned roof is constructed with aluminum framework and lauan decking and combines with up to 3" of expanded polystyrene block foam insulation for increased energy efficiency. This super-solid assembly is then covered with a one-piece seamless rubber roof specifically formulated for exposure to the sun and elements and covered by 12-year warranty.

Take command of Challenger’s cockpit with instruments that are easy to see, switches that are easy to reach. Standard features include automatic transmission, cruise control, power steering, convenient automotive-style heat and air conditioning controls, and much more. Driver and passenger seats swivel to the back and side. An optional driver’s door is available for added convenience.

For safety’s sake, Challenger’s optional backup monitor system enables you to look directly behind your motorhome when backing up. The monitor is placed conveniently so it can be viewed without losing sight of the side-view mirror.

Challenger Bus’ optional dash fans come in handy when defrosting the windshield in cold or rainy weather. The fans help circulate the air to keep the driver and passenger cool in summer and warm in winter.
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Challenger's exterior shower has hot and cold water controls and provides a quick, convenient way to wash your dog, clean your bicycle, or wash off the sand after a day at the beach.